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This paper considers the problem of signal estimation in the case where the signal is received 
by an array of recorders. Because of the spatial configuration of the array the individual recorders 
will, at any instant of time, receive lagged forms of the signaL Moreover the lags in question 
will often be frequency dependent. An estimation procedure is proposed and its asymptotic 
properties investigated. The optimum orientation of such arrays is also discussed. 
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1. Introduction 
Consider the situation where a signal emanating from some distant source is 
received by a spatial arrangement of recorders. This spatial arrangcament could be 
three-dimensional but the more usual type of array would consist, perhaps, of a 
linear arrangement of recorders separated by certain specified distances or a 
two-dilmensional array with a given coordinate structure. The recorders could, for 
example, be seismometers measuring the strength and nature of earth tremors or 
they might be radio telescopes measuring the level of activity of a distant star. We 
consider the problem of estimating the speed of the signal, the direction of the 
source and other characteristics related to the signal. 
The study of such arrays has been extensively discussed by research workers in 
other fields. In seismology, for example, a number of methods of analysis have 
been developed among which will be found the sum-squared response -method and 
the delay-sum-correlate method. A detailed description of such methods is presen- 
ted in [2]. In the statistical literature Good [S] and Hannan [8] present results 
related to the particular problem that will be discussed hzre. 
Let us suppose that the array consists of p recorders each endeavouring to 
measure a common scalar signal s(t) emanating from some distant point smrce. 
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We shah assume that S(t) is a zero-mean stationary process which is mean-square 
continuous and has finite variances. Then, assuming that S(t) has absolutely con- 
tinuous spectrum, 
J 
co 
S(t) = e-‘” dz,(A) 
--oo 
(1.1) 
where the complex valued vector process r,(h) has zero mean and satisfies 
E{dz,(h) dz,o} = (;(‘) dA ;; ; ;;’ 
. 
Here the b;ar denotes complex conjuga.tion and $,(A) denotes the spectral density 
of S(O). Moreover 
E{S(t)S(t + u)} = e’“^fs(A) dh. 
The above ecluations are the well-known spectral representation theorems. Loosely 
speaking (5 .‘A) states that S(t) can be regarded as a weighted sum of (elementary) 
harmonic functions where the weights are orthogonal random variables. 
We shall assume that the medium through which the signal is travelling is 
dispersive (i.e., the different frequency components in (1.1) travel at different 
speeds) and that the medium also acts as a linear filter modifying each individual 
frequency component by an amount which will, in general, depend on the frequency 
concerned. Also, due to the spatial configuration of the array each recorder will 
receive, at any point in time, a lagged form of the common signal. With these 
points in mind we now assume that the output of the jth recorder (j = 1, . . . , p) is 
J 
a3 
xj(t) = e -i(r-c~(A)%~(A) dz,(A) + N,(t) 
a0 
where the N,-(t) process represents noise. The lags &(A) will, in general, depend on 
the speed of propagation of the particular signal component concerned, the direction 
of the source and the configuration of the array. The transfer function Uj(A) depends 
on j as well as A reflects the different natures of the various transmission paths to 
the recorders and also, perhaps, the varying responses of the recorders. Each noise 
process N,(t) will be assumed to be a zero-mean stationary process which is 
mean-square continuous with finite variances and absolutely continuous spectrum. 
Furthermore, the N,(t) w.11 be assumed to be independent of one another and also 
independent of S(t). 
Suppose now that X(t), the p-dimensional vector stationary process with typical 
element Xj(t), is sampled at unit time intervals and that aliasing effelcts 
ig*nored. Then we are led to consider the p-dimensional process 
(n = 0, * 1,. . .) where 
-i(“-t~(h))h~~(A) dZ,(A) +Nj(n) (j = 1, . . . , y) 
can be 
X(n)- 
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and the spectral density matrix f(A ) of X( ~1) has typica! element 
_- 
fjk(A) = (~i(A)ak(A)f,(A) +f&(A) &) ei(‘i(h)-rk(h))h. 
Here Sik is the Kronecker delt:i and f&(A) is the spectral density of &(n). For the 
purposes of estimation we choose to define 
vi(A) = ai Jfs(A)/fN,j(A) e’+‘” 
and write 
Note that Ivj(A)I* is the signal to noise ratio at the jth recorder. Moreover !.et us 
suppose that we are working in a two-dimensional system and that the jth recorder 
has polar coordinates (rj, &) relative to some arbitrarily chosen set of axes. Then, 
measuring the lags relative to the origin of this coordinate system, we see that 
tj(A) = 
rj COS(~(A) - (si> 
V(ii > 
(1.3) 
where V(A ) and p(A) are the speed and direction respectively of the signal 
component at frequency A. Now, given z finite sample of the X(n) process and 
some fixed frequency of interest A 0, we wish to derive estimators of the Yj(Ao), the 
jCN,j(hO), V(Ao) and dAoL 
Since we are considering the estimation of spectral quantities at a fixed frequency 
ho we shall be concerned, in the main, with the spectral properties of the X(n) 
process over a narrow band of frequencies near Ao. (Of course there are circum- 
stances where broad band theory might be more appropriate. See, for example, 
[8] and [6].) Th e assumptions we shall make in essence amount to requiring that 
the ai( the fN,i(A), f,(A), V(A) and q(A) should be smooth over a narrow band 
of frequencies containing A*. In particular we shall assume that over such a band 
of frequencies the argument of lvj(A) is given by 
@i(A) X 4j(Ao) + (A -Ao)tj(Ao)* 
Thus,, near ho, [(A) is assumed to be given approximately by 
A(A)&‘*{1 + vv*)D”2’~(A)* (1.4) 
where I is the p-rowed identity matrix, the star denotes transposition combined 
with conjugation, the diagonal matrices /i(A) and I9 have typical diagonal elements 
exp{itj(Ao)(A -A& and fN,i(Ao) respectively an the p-dimensional vector v has 
nt Uj(Ao). Then, from the variation f this matrix with A over a narrow 
encies about Ao, estimates of t e v,(Ad, the fN,j(Ao), Wo) NKI dAo) 
cban be obtained. 
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Now the fundamental building blocks for speztral estimation procedures are the 
finite Fourier transforms 
w(wsj =1?*(n) einws &l\i y (Q < S < $N], ms = 27&Y) 
where by [x] we mean the integral part of x. Their importance arises because 
ymW(A) is approximately the component at frequency A in the spectral 
representation of X(t) and because W(o,) can be computed extremely rapidly if 
IV, the sample size, is highly composite. Moreover, under certain general conditions, 
the random vectors W(O,) are asymptotically independently distributed each with 
a complex multivariate normal distribution with zero-mean vector and1 covariance 
matrix f(w,) (see, for example, [4] and [7)). Hence an obvious estimation technique 
in the situation described above would be to use the method of maximum likelihood 
where the likelihood is given by the asymptotic probability derr;rty function of the 
W(W,) for the m values of os nearest to A0 with f(wS) given by (1.4) evaluated at 
A = oS. This procedure will not, of course, necessarily yield maximum likelihood 
estimators. However such procedures have been widely adopted in the literature 
and have yielded good estimators in practice. (For a discussion of sL,.ch methods 
see [8] and also [3].) 
Adopting this criterion, the relevant log likelihood is proportional $1 
---RI-’ Co {log det f(w,) + tr[f-‘(w,) W(o,) W(%)*]). 
Here fc w,) is as given by (1.4) evaluated at A = us, det( l j and tr( 0) denote the matrix 
operations of determinant and trace respectively and CO is the sum over the m 
values of ws nearest ho. The above expression reduces to 
- f logfN,i(hO)-log(l + v*Y)-tr{D?(V(A& &I))}+ 
jZ1 
+ (1 + v*~)-‘v*D-“~& Who), q~(AojjD-~‘~~~ 
where the p x p matrix c( V, cp) is given by 
Maximizing (1.5) with respect to the various parameters yields the following 
equations of estimation: 
fN,j(Ao) = (I + 'Gi(Ao)g2)-'C'jj( C, $) (J’ = 1, l . l 3 /T), (1.7) 
v(i), @)lY2C = 0, (1.K) 
Here 6,( V, 40) = (a/&V)& V, fp) and eV( V, cp) = (d/&p)& V, YP). 
a.vqM b, pue A 6q (Ou)h pue (Ou)n aleuulsa ahi 
ailels ls~y ayl ul l sa%gs OM) JO s)spo:, knpa&d uo~lt?u.ulsa .UIO hewurns UI 
*a pue n 30 salrrqsa uTelq0 0~ (~‘1) pue (97) aAIos MOU aM sueacu 
sty1 1cq (Oy)d, pue (ou),i palewlsa flur~eH *aaueIwi (pazgeJaua%) e %u~z~ur~uyw 
Ilq paz!uuldo sy 8u@?Se~ ayl pur! ABM sno!Aqo ayl ui pa88eI ale (u)!j ay3 uay;ll 
woylsanb ui sa!wanba.x3 30 pueq ayl @IO sassed yq~ (u)x uo %uyx JalIy swd 
pueq e 30 lndlno ayl ST (u)J ‘%ugeads C@GIO~ l (‘I + u)!J arpl30 aDugi.wA pazywaua8 
ayl s! yaiy~ (cb ‘A )3 lap %u~z!tu!u!ru se awes ay3 ~souqe SF (d, ‘A )3 lap %u~z~t.u~u~tu 
leyl u~oys aq u6 11 uayJ, ‘( 6, ‘A)? x!~lw.u aq, 30 )uau.iaja &dkl ayl alouap 
y&j ‘ l l l ‘I= 
U) {‘@UW!-}dXa ("Q')M “3 z,,_w = (a)? 
la? l uorleJaldJalui %U!MO(~OJ ay, slyurpe OSIB uoiraJ$.ra 
aql ‘laAoa,Iom l [ol] ti.! ua@ helap dnor% %wleugsa ~03 pasodoJd 1~~1 30 uo~lez 
-ge_rauaa p~e~~o3ly~~e.11~ 15 s! uo!JalfJD sfy& l (h ‘A)? lap azguiur leyl d pue A 30 
sanIeA ayl Aq (Ou)d, pun (Oy)n alwulsa 01 asooqa MOU am qaeoldde siy’, %wJdopv 
22 pue Q 30 salewlsa 
u!elqo 01 (L-T) pue (9’ I) qli~ Jayla8ol salleuuls:s asayl asn uayl put? ampaaold Jaylo 
awes rCq (ou)h pue (OU)~~ a)xmgsa jsry aM Aqa.zatp a.rnpaaold uolleuulsa a8s)s 
OMJ B _rapisuo:, 01 sn speal sg,~ l auofe (‘03)~ aiyl 30 swral us $ pue A ~03 suognlos 
J!Dgdxa pja!rC JOU op (fj’~)--(9’1) JIaAaMOH ‘((j’l)-(97) 30 uo!lnIos {aarip ayl ralao 
sa%lueApe Ieuo!lelnduIoa aIqelap!suoa rley os~e pInoM aJnpa3oJd B YDnS l n pue a 
30 sic: .-=fu.ulsa ugqo 01 ( $J ‘4 )3 0) saJnpaaold Iw!_raurnu s~slCleue so~ae3 p~epuels 
Qdde uayl pIno aM ‘$ pue > 30 saleuu$sa 11e 103 pue aauo pey aM 3~ (a3uaH 
(*Iapotu .1013B3 IeJauaS ay, q&i pala!aosse an yqy~ uoye~o~ 0) anp uogeayr)uapr . 
JO swaIqoJd luepua$le ay, 30 LUE ahay IOU op ati .1olae3 auo @IO so aJay aa& 
leyl avx aM) *lapour ~013~3 aI%u!s e30 aldwexa ut! lsnf s! (pet) Icq ua@? IapouI ay, 
‘(Ou)!l S%I ay$ ~0.13 Jmdle ‘paapur •.IOJ~J auo Quo s! alay) alayM lapour srsd~eue . 
JTWJ Imoyuamo~ e ui asq gq~ suof$enba q, SE sum aq, &Dexa JSOUIIE aJa 
(L ; ) pun (97) uayb ‘xgxu am+mo~ aldwes B SB ($ ‘@s ~a~d~a~u~ aM 3i‘MON 
*aJnpaaoJd aqma)~ I=a!Jaurnir IuleAaIal amos 6q agwrd III payos aq 03 amy p]noM 
i6*1)-(9*1) Iwaua% uI l (Oy)d ‘(Oy)n Icq paydal $ ‘A qit~ (~-1) pus (97) 01 ampal 
pjnoM suoynba uoymysa ay$ uay) ‘!loi.xd ts UM&~ aJaM (Oy)h pue (Oy)n 31 
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2. The strong law of large numbers and the central limit theorem 
No explicit conditions have yet been made as to the nature of the array. I-Iowever 
it is clear that if all the recorders were arranged in a line, then the velocity component 
of the signal at right angles to the line of the recorders cannot be determined. 
Hence, for the purpose of identification, we make the requirement hat the array 
is non-degenerate, i.e., that the p recorders are not co-linear and that p > 2. The 
assumptions made so far concerning X(n) require it to be a zero-mean stationary 
process with a spectral density matrix whose typical element is given by (1.2) and 
(1.3). In addition to these conditions we shall assume that the v,(A), the f&(A), 
V(A) and q(h) are twice boundedly differentiable, thie lyi(A~)l* and the j&(Ao) are 
strictly positive and X(n) is an ergodic purely non-deterministic process. Moreover 
we shall require that til(Ao) = 0 and that the first derivative of @i(A) at A0 is ?j(Ao). 
The latter is certainly the case if V(A), q(A) and the arguments of the ai have 
zero first derivatives at Ao. The conditions in this paragraph will be referred to 
collectively as Condition A. 
We introduce the band of frequencies 
B ={A ~A&~/lid~A ~Ao+&jM) 
and we put m = [N/(2M)]. Our approach will be to allow N to become large while 
&r, and hence the bandwidth remains fixed. Then we will allow the band 9 to 
shrink to (ho) or, equivalently, 1M to increase. 
Theorem 1. Under Condition A there is a sequence MN increasing with N such that 
c, 4, i and d converge almost surely to V(Ao), cp(Ao), Y and D respectively. 
Proof. We consider first keeping 1M fixed and allowing N to increase. From ilO] 
we have the result that &( V, cp) converges almost surely and uniformly in V, q to 
C( V9 rp) where the matrix C( V, cp) has typical element 
M 
; 
I 
58 f;.k (A ) exp{--i(q - n )(A - Ad dA 
and ri = rj cos(cp - t$)/ V. Thus det c( V, cp) converges almost surely and uniformly 
in V, p to det C( V, 40). NOW let 6j s &( V, q) = ti(Ao)- Tj alnd E = &T/M. Then 
minimizing det C( V, 9) is equivalent to minimizing det ,B( V, ~0) where the matrix 
A( V, p) has typical element 
1 F* 
2~ 
I 
_ fik(A+Ao)eXp{i(aj(A)-ak(A))+i(c$--&)A}dA. 
E 
Here ~k(h)=IIyi(A)IIVk(A)I+Gik)(~~,j(A)fN.k(A))*’* and aj(A)=$i(A +Ao)- 
~j~A~~ - Atj( Note that ml(O) and the first derivative of cui(h) at 0 are both zero. 
Let VL c,Q,+! be a value of V, 40 minimizin det C( V, p) an 8j,M = aj(VM, <PM). 
We first show that 6i,M~ + 0 as M increases (j = 1, . . , , p), i.e., as E + 0. Now, 
over [-E, E], j$(A + ho) exp i(acj(A) - CY&)) is of the form &(Ao)+Ahi,JA) where 
hjk(A) is a uniformly bounded function of A. Hence, letting O(E~) denote, terms of 
that order uniformly in V, cp, 
detC(V,rp)=detB(V,cp)=det&V,q)+O(E) 
where the matrix &V, tp) is given by 
As(A)D”2(I + ~~*)D”2As(A)* dh, 
the vector q has typical element IVj(A)l and &(A) is the diagonal matrix with typical 
diagonal entry exp i6jA. NOW, for xj 2 0, it is easily verified that 
Hence equating Xj with the eigenvalues of any arbitrary p x p Hermitian non- 
negative definite matrix A, 
det(1 + A) > 1 + tr(A) + ${[tr(A)12 - tr\AA*)}. 
Using this result we observe that 
det &V, Ip)/det D = 
A6(A)~~*&(A j* dA 
2 1 + Y*V +i C ~~j(Ao)jZlv~(A~)j”( I- [si~,~_~~“]2]. 
jk k 
Since det & V(Ao), I) is just (1 + Y*V) det D we conclude that 
+0(E) 
where the second term on the right-hand side of the above is zero if and 3nPy if 
6jE = 0 V j. It now follows that 8j,M& + 0 since, otherwise, there exists a subsequence 
which is bounded away from zero, and, sufficiently far along this subsequence, 
det C’(V,, q&==det B(VM, q&>det B(V(Ao), && 
= det G( V(A,-& 40 (A& 
contradicting the fact that VM, qM minimizes det <‘( k/M, qM). 
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We now show that &,M + 0 as IM increases (j = 1, . . . , p). Suppose not. Then 
there exists a subsequence which is bounded away from zero. But by applying 
Taylor’s theorem to the relevant integrands, 
-e2 
= -{(Sj,M - Sk,M)*fik(ho) - %(6j,M - 6k.M )fik (ho)) + O(~M& J3 
6 
and 
&( V(AO), q(AO)) =&kh-d+o(&*) 
where 8M = maxl&I and &(AO) denotes the derivative of &(A) evaluated at Ao. 
Hence, for sufficiently large M, 
log det c( VM, (QM) -log det c( V@O), cp(Ao)) = 
= log det{l + B - I’*( WAO), v (AON 
X (B( VM, ~M)-B(V(AO), c~(Ao)))B-'/*(V(AO), v(Ao))I 
= tr{B( VM, qM)-B( V(Ao), tp(Ao)))B-‘(V(Ao), dho))b-O@Md4 
= -; c (@j&f - 6k.M ,*{k (hd - 2i@j,M - 6k,M)& h)} + o@ME J3* 
ik 
Here fii (Ao) is the (k, j)th element of the inverse of f(Ao), the matrix with typical 
element &ho). However the above readily simplifies to yield 
log det C( VW, PM) - 1% det C( WO), do)) = 
E2 
5- 
6 CQ \ j,M -~,,,)*1~~~Ao)1*1~k(Ao)1*/(1+ v”v) + o(sMd3* (2.1) ik 
The first term on the right-hand side of the above is zero if and only if $,M = 
8k.M V j, k. Moreover, since the array is non-degenerate, f$M = &M V j, k if and only 
if vM= V(Ao), lord = I or 6j.M = 0 V j. Hence, sufficiently far along the sub- 
sequence in question, the right-hand side of (2.1) will be strictly positive contradict- 
ing the fact that ‘s/M, PM minimize det C( V, q) or, equivalently, log det C( V, q). 
Thus S j,M + 0 as M increases, i.e., VM + V(Ao) and VM + cp(Ao) as M+ 00. Moreover 
C( VM, $$$) converges to @“*(I + YY”)&‘* as M + 00. 
NGW, for N sufficiently large and arbitrary E’ > 0, 
log det C( t, $) - 3~’ s log det C( p, 6) 
slog det C( V,, qM) 
slogdet C(VM, cpM)+$~’ a.s. 
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This follows from the fact that Vi 4 minimizes det C( V, q) and C( V, q) converges 
almost surely and uniformly in V, tp to C( V, tp). Hence 
logdet C(VM,q&40gdet C(V,G)=4ogdet C(V&pM)+d a.~. 
and so, as N + QO for fixed M, V, 4 converges almost surely to a value of VM, tpM 
and C( I’?, $) converges almost surely to C( V, (p) evaluated at this value of VM, CPM. 
Hence by [IO, Lemma 1) there exists a sequence MN monotonically increasing with 
N such that V, $ and C( V, 4) converge almost surely to V(ho), <p(ho) and D”2(1 + 
ZW*)D 1’2 respectively. The proof that 6 and 6 converge to Y and 13, respectively.. 
then follows from [1, Theorem 12.1). 
To establish the asymptotic distributional properties of the estimators we need 
to make additional assumptions. Since X(n) is purely non-deterministic and hence 
linearly purely non-deterministic 
where 
Here the matrix G with typical element Gjk is a p xp nonsingular* matrix, llAI] for 
any arbitrary matrix A is the matrix norm {tr(AA*)}“’ and I is the vector of 
(one step) linear prediction errors. Let 9n be the a-algebra generated by the Xi(m) 
formsn,j=l,..., p. 
Following Kannan [9], we assume that the expressions 
are constants and that the spectral densities fii(h) (j = 1, . . . , p) are square 
integrable. Moreover, letting K&n, p, q) be the fourth cumulant between 
Xs(m), Xt(m +n),X,(m +p) and Xu(m +q), we assume that 
G4”h P, 4) = 111 exp{i(nA~+ph2+~A~)}g,,,,(h~,A2,A~)dA1 d&W 
where the gstuv are boundedly differentiable functions. This is a condition or ihe 
rate at which dependence falls off as the lags increase. The conditions in th.s 
paragraph will be referred to collectively as Condition B. 
Define the vector a0 by writing 
ao = (fiv.dA oh . . . ,&JAO), lzq(Ao)l, . . l , Iz&dl, $z(ho), - l . 3 &h)~ V(A& P(Ad)’ 
where the superscript denotes vector transpose and. let & denote the correspondin 
vector of estimators obtained from (I. IO), (1 A) and (1.7). Letlmhf dIenote the 
corresponding vector obtained from (1, lo), (1.6) and (1.7) with C( V, cp:l replaced 
by C( V, rp). /is in [lo] we note wi,h reference to the following theorem that we 
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are not able to show that 03N ((YM~ -are) converges to zero. In practice however, 
provided TV! is small compared to N, such terms should be negligible. 
Theoxwm 2!. Under Conditr’on B and the conditions of Theorem 1 there is a sequence 
MN increasing with N such that the distribution of DN(& - cubI,) converges as N + 00 
to a multivariate normal distribution with zero-mean vector and covariance matrix 
lY. The diagonal matrix DN has m 2’ = [N/(2MN)]“2 in the first 3p - 1 places on 
the main diagonal and N-l m 3’2 N in the two remaining diagonal places. Moreover 
evaluated at a0 where, omitting reference to the argument va,riable ho, the p x p 
matrices II, 12, I12 (= I’,, ) and I3 have typical elements 
I 
(1 +&VJ2(1 + v*v)-'(v*v-lvi12))/f2N.i (i = k), 
1,jk = 
(-$(vj121vk)2(1 + v*V)-‘JIfN,jfN,k) (if W, 
I 2,jk = 
~(~+z.J*Y)-‘(v*Y-~v~I~(~+~Y*Y)(~+~Y*Y)-’) (j=k), 
(j#W, 
I 
IvjlC2 + 12 ,k 
; = 
v*~-l~'j12){fN,j(l + ~*~)}-' (j =k), 
-IvilIVkJ"{fN,k(l.fy*y)}-l (j#k), 
I& = 
$(I + Y*v){l~j12Y*Y}-’ (j = k), 
. 
0 (j#k). 
The matrix Id is given by 
V(b3)4 
X’AX - V(h&‘Ay 
- V(h&‘Ay V(~o)~y’Ay 3 
where p x p matrix A has typical element 
A, = 
fn2)yi12(y*y-I~j12)(1+y’y)-’ (j= k), 
-$n21Vj121Vll'( l+ V*V)-’ (i f k), 
and the vectors X, y have typical entries rj COS($j - I), rj sin(#j - rp(Ao)). 
Proof. This result is, for the most part, a generalization of [ 10, Theorem 21. 
Therefore only an outline is given here. 
Consider fifst keeping fixed and allowing N to increase. Let: & = (V, cp)‘, 
i(S) := log det e( V, cp), a&)/@ denote the vector with typical1 element ,8&)/a& 
and a2i(g)/ag 6' denote the matrix with typical element a2&)/agi a&. The 
quantities L(E) = log det C(V, g)! aLWag and a2L(&)/‘%; a& are defined 
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analogously. Then, expanding &(&)/at in a Taylor series about &, 
JiVaL^(&)lap = (a2L@)/ae ag’]JiG& .- &) (2.2) 
where II& SMII s II6 - &AI. M oreover, by virtue of Theorem 1, a2L^(&a& a&’ conver- 
ges almost surely to a2L(gM)/a& aft. 
Now, since & minimizes L(e), 
aL(&)/a& = tr(P(&) aC(rM)laSi) = 0 
and 
= Ji?tr( (dY(&) - C1(&41 + C%iz)> 
differs from 
by terms which converge in probability to zero. Moreover 
can be written as 
JNtr{(~-l(~~)-C-l(~~))(C(~~)--(~~))C-l(~~) ~Wih’~~~l 
which also converges in probability to zero. Hence Jib&~)/~)~~ is asymptotica;ly 
equivalent to 
Setting I(A) = W(h) W(h)* the above, in turn, differs from 
(2.3) 
where @ci’(& A ) has typical element 
@la&)G’ (8) exp{ibs --q)(A --Au)}) (s, t = 1.. . . ,p) 
by terms which converge in probability to zero. Thus JXa&)/ag has zero 
mean and a limiting covariance matrix with typical element 
tr{@%%, A )f(A )@“%k A )f(A )I dA + 
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Adopting a similar approach it can be shown that fi@‘&) - Cjk(&M)) is 
asymptotically equivalent to 
(2.4) 
evaluated at g = & Applying the argument given in [lo, p. 2471 to expressions 
(2.3) and (2.4) it can be seen that 6?(&-&) and 6@‘(i)- C(&)) may be 
expressed as finite linear combinations of mean corrected serial covariances. It 
follows from [9] and Condition B that, for fixed M, fi(&-&> and fi((?(&)- 
C(&)) have an asymptotic multivariate normal distribution with zero mean. Now, 
by [ 10, lemma 21, there exists a sequence MN monotonically increasing with N 
such that the distribution of m $‘(&i)-C(&&) and N-‘m~2(&-&~) converges 
as N + 00 to a multivariate normal distribution with zero mean. Moreover, straight- 
forward calculations show that N-’ m3’2 N (&-&.+J and m$2C&&C(&~w)) are 
asymptotically independent, N- ’ m 3’2 N (& - &) has the limiting Covariance matrix 
given in the statement o Theorem 2 and the m z” (ejk (5) - Cjk (&M~)) have limiting 
covarian$es 
A A 
lim mhrE{(~jk(P)-cjk($MN))(c~I(S)-c,,(S;MN))}=fjs(ho)ftk(Ao). 
N-oo 
The above ?ogether with [l, Theorem 12.1) establish the remainder of the proof. 
The simulation and ‘real-world’ studies investigated in [lo] give some guide as 
to the adequacy of such asymptotic results in practice. 
3. Am optimality critertm for array structures 
Theorem 2 leads us to ask the following question. Can the rj, 6j be selected SO 
as to minimize Ii’ ? (Note that II, 12, I3 and I12 do not involve V(Ao) or p(Ao).) 
This is, in a sense, rather artificial since the spectral quantities specified in the 
model given by (1.2) and (1.3) depend to some degree on the particular configuration 
adopted. However we shall assume that the change in these quantities caused by 
an array change is negligible. This will certainly be true if the dependence of a#) 
and Nj(t) on j is principally due to the properties of the recorder considered. 
Now the coordinates of the recorders will be chosen subject to some restrictions 
and it is clear that by varying the restrictions imposed one would obtain different 
results. We choose to impose the restrictions (omitting reference to the argument 
variable A o) 
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where 
Here si and ti represent he ordinates and abscissae of the recorders (i.e., si = rj ~~4s ei 
and tj= q sin @j) and c2 is some chosen positive constant. These conditions clearly 
fix the spread of the array since they imply that the weighted average of the squared 
differences of the ordinates from their average value equals the weighted average 
of the squared differences of the abscissae from their average value. The weights 
chosen are just the signal to noise ratios of the recorders. The optimality criterion 
that we shall adopt is the minimization of the generalized variance det lil subject 
to the above constraints. However 
det I4 (v*v)4 C Iyil”(Si 
--S)’ C JViJ2(ti -S)2 
(1+ V*V)2 C IVi12 C Ivil’ 
(1-d) 
where 
C lvil*(Si -S)(ti -5) 
rsr=Jc(Si-S)2~IVi~2(ti-i)2’ 
Thus, subject to the conditions given above, it is evident that an optimal configura- 
tion is achieved when r,, = 0. We note that r,, represents a correlation coefficient 
describing the degree of association between the ordinates and the abscissae of the 
recorders each weighted according to the signal to noise ratio at that recorder. We 
now consider some particular arrays with regard to the optimality criterion proposed. 
Consider first the class of arrays where the recorders are located on one (or !toth) 
of two lines each at right angles to one another. Selecting our reference axes to lie 
on the lines of the recorders we see that rsr will be zero when either S or 7 is zero. 
If S = i = 0 and the attenuation coeflicients are all the same, t&n the array that 
results will be a symmetrical cross arrangement provided that the recorders are 
equidistant from one another on the. axes. It is no?;ed that the symmetrical cross is 
equivalent, with regard to the optimality criterion, to the array that results when 
one of the lines of recorders of the symmetrical cross is displaced some fixed 
distance along its axis relative to the origin of the reference axes. These latter 
arrays include the class of T-shaped arrays. Howevt:r, given that the array structure 
has been determined prior to the experiment, it is evident that the symrlletrlcal 
cross has an advantage over the T-shaped array in that both S and ? might be 
expected to be small for the cormer whereas only one of these quantities need be 
small in the latter. Hence, for the symmetrical cross rst should be small, but this 
does not necessarily follow for the T-shapefd array. For an array shaped in the form 
of the letter L it is evident that this implies that both 3 and i are ;lon zero unless 
vi = 0 for all i and thus the L-shape array cannot be ogtinlaI with! regard to the 
criterion given above. No mention has yet been made as to the number of recorders 
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on’ any one arm of the array. It would appear that whereas one could have more 
recorders on one arm than the other this could lead to sup-optimal estimation, By 
this we mean that if the vi vary from one experimental situation to the other and 
the array is the same in all cases, then the variance of one of the: sets of coordinates 
could be more prone to error than that of the other set and t.his might lead to a 
violation of the initial constraint that these variances should be the same. If this 
latter were to occur, then the array would no longer be optimal. 
Turning to other arrays we now assume that the origin of the array has been 
chosen so as to ensure that S = 5 = 0. Thus r,, is now proportional to c 1 vi12sitie 
However, when we come to examine circular arrays, triangular arrays, rectangular 
arrays and all other symmetrical arrays we see that r,, will be zero when the vi 
assume some common value, but need not necessarily be so otherwise. Hence the 
symmetrical cross array appears to be the most robust design in that it yields, within 
the context considf:red, an optimum array even. when the individual signal to noise 
ratios are not the Ilame. 
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